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Dear Members,
Welcome to the last edition of the pointer for season 2018-2019.
The third edition of the pointer was as good as it gets. I would like to say well done to Rolf for
all his efforts in getting the pointer out to all our members this season.

GFC of SA President
Ralph Czabayski
2018/19

The last few months have been very busy for the committee in regards to tournaments since
Christmas and the last edition of the pointer.

In middle of February we had the Wirrina tournament which was run by Graham Bald and his committee. Graham ran
a very successful tournament with many of our member fishing in the tournament. We had a total of 13 boats enter
this tournament. From what I can see this tournament can only get bigger and better.
In late March we had The Peter Teakle Blue Water Classic. Once again it was a great tournament. Unfortunately, we
did not get as many boats and anglers fishing as we wished for. Everyone who was involved and entered the tournament had a great time. Having a 5 day tournament and a base camp is unbelievable. It is a great tournament and a lot
of fun. Thanks to Rolf, Steve and the ground crew for running and organising a great tournament.
In April we held the carp competition in conjunction with the Salisbury council at Mawson Lakes. What a great day it
was with a total of 601 entrants.
The club had a great day with 601 entries, and we sold lots of club stock. The best thing of all was that The Game Fishing Club Of SA was well promoted to the public via radio, Facebook and advertising. Unfortunately, there were only 5
carp caught on the day, but all of the prizes were given out.
The Salisbury Council were very impressed with the way we ran the competition. Thanks to all the committee and
members who helped on the day.
As you can see the committee has kept very busy over the last few months.
The club is in good shape financially and has no other debts apart from daily bills
Tight Lines,
Ralph Czabayski
President

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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All members – GFCSA
The Club has had a lot of activity over the past few months with The Peter Teakle Port Lincoln Blue Water
Classic, Wirrina, the Carp Fishing at Mawson Lakes and Tackle Nights and BBQ. The last item was not well attended despite free food – the Club goes to a lot of trouble to put these events on for members and it’s disappointing when attendance is poor. This was also the final Port Lincoln tournament for the same reason, as
even with sponsorship, the event runs at a financial loss.
GFC of SA Treasurer

Steve White
2018/19

The extra tournament at Mawson Lakes has resulted in a rise in Club turnover for the year to date of about
15%. Expenses have been contained so the Club surplus is also up on this time last year. We have been able to
increase the term deposit to $170,000 for the eventual purchase of the Clubrooms. At present however, we
enjoy very cheap rent on the Port Road, Hindmarsh premises.

I will shortly be issuing membership renewal invoices for 2019-2020 and sending them to Rolf for postage. Please pay on receipt of invoice.
The Club now has cash, inventory and fixed assets of over $300,000 plus valuable memorabilia at the Clubrooms and members are encouraged to visit the Clubrooms, view the memorabilia and stock up on their Club stock, as well as share a fishing yarn or two with other
members.
I would also strongly recommend that Club members watch the David Attenborough series “Our Planet” currently on Netflix – it’s a chilling exposure of how much damage has been done to our water environment particularly in the last thirty years or so when human population has gone from 4 billion to 7 billion with no signs of letting up. If Attenborough and the marine scientists are correct, we’re going to
run out of fish in our lifetimes.
Detailed Club financial information may be obtained by contacting Rolf Czabayski or myself.
Stephen White
Treasurer GFCSA

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Hi all, we are getting closer to the end of the fishing season and so far only one boat and angler in the Over25ft category that has achieved the four criteria required for the champion
spots.

Ash North
GFCSA 2019

So to all those angler & boat owners that have scored species & points you still have a few
weeks left to get out & maybe get some more species, points & your four criteria, so have a
go & good look.
I have up dated all of the angler & boat score tables here in the pointer & on the web site for
you to check out what you & other have got so far.

We have had quite a few members recording both state & national records so far this year, some are still being
processed & some have been approved, so congratulations to those members who’s records got passed, well
done!
Last month the club in conjunction with the Salisbury Council run the catch a Carp day at Mawson Lake with over
600 people entering on the day and although only 5 carp where weighed in, it was a great day, well done to all that
helped out on the day.
I must say that is really good to see that we have a few members that are really getting some points, & some great
catches with record fish in the land based category, good to see, kept it up guys & gals.
GFCSA Weight Recorder
Ashley North

Ashley Brandom received a state record for
his 9.9kg Mulloway on 3kg line. Ash can
claim a GFAA Silver Button award for his
outstanding capture.
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Billy Papageorgiou received his
Australian record Certificate for his 19.1kg on
4 kg line. Billy can claim a GFAA Gold Button
award for his outstanding capture.
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Thank You Billy!

Susan & Ian Tarbotton on
there
Game Boat “Tari” relaxing
with a glass of Wine at Memory Cove of Port Lincoln.

A big thank you to club
member, keen record chaser
and angler Billy
Papageorgiou for taking the
time to set up our computer
and printer.
Rolf and Committee

New South Wales Fisheries each Year rewards Australia wide Anglers and there Boats
for there Tagging of various Game Fish Species.
The 2017-2018 season award for Tag and
release the most Tuna in Australia went
to Club Member Rolf Czabayski and also
his Boat Broadbill, Rolf Tagged himself to
win this sort after Anglers Trophy 146
Tuna and his Boat “Broadbill “ and Anglers
who fished on her tagged 346 Tuna .

A.G.M. on Wednesday the 24th of July 2019 at 7pm at Club Rooms 477 Port Rd Croydon Bottom Line , Please try
to join us. We would love to see you there as we need at least 20 to conduct the AGM!
Pizza and Drinks after.

Congratulation to Klynton Krause for his
approved Australian Striped Marlin Record
82.7kg on 4kg line over 20 to 1 Ratio.
WELL DONE! I am sure there is plenty more to come from
Klynton.
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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PETER TEAKLE WINES
2019 Port Lincoln Blue Water Classics
Firstly, I’d like to thank those who made the effort to fish this tournament. We only had 3 large boats and 3 trailer
boats enter this tournament. Some of the trailer boats fished only for a few days, it all started on the Friday night
in the Marina Hotel with a briefing for the tournament, conducted by Steve Morris. Steve talked us through the
rules of the tournament with a few drinks and nibbles in between. Thank you to the ground crew, Steve Morris,
Paul Tobin and Bart Van Der Heiden for setting up our camp and tournament base at Memory Cove and for getting
the fuel and placing moorings for the Trailer boats. Tracey Tito from ‘Just a Girl’ Female Team towed their Bar
Crusher all the way to Port Lincoln from Adelaide and entered with 3 Anglers the tournament, the anglers were
Tracey, Amanda and Helen. They are members of the Port MacDonnell Offshore Angling Club and two other
female Anglers, Nichola and Kerry who entered the none line class section with the cash of $250 to be won each
day for the heaviest game fish and second price of $100 for the runner up. Shane Hodgens fished off his trailer
boat, which was also a Bar Crusher with Jake Mc Leod. Both of them were from Port Lincoln and did very well,
each tagging and releasing a Bronze Whaler Shark and various Tuna. Jake won a cash prize one day. A new
member from Port Lincoln, Hayden Steinmann, fished on his Boat ‘Reel Salty’ with friend Cooper Watson. Cooper
won a Cash Price for the heaviest game fish on the day, I believe only for one day because of work commitments.
Well done Hayden for taking part.

Fishing started Saturday morning at 8am, Spartacus, skippered by Ralph Czabayski and the elite team of Ash North,
Kym Kessner and Ben Gerrits heading for the Cabbage Patch. Galaxy Star with Rolf, Scott Sinclair and new Member
of the Club David Koschinski who retired after 2 days of fishing, ventured towards the South Neptune Island.
Majesnik with Russel Bianco and Gabriella entered the none line class section for one day only because they are
now the new organisers for the Rivera Tournament and have been very busy with the organisation of this event.

TOP: David, Scott
and Rolf.

TOP: Kym, Ben,
Ashley and Ralph.

LEFT: Steve,
Hayden & Ashley.

ABOVE: Steve,
Shane & Ashley.
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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ABOVE: Amanda,
Kerry, Helen, Tracy
& Nichola.
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MEMORY COVE CAMPSITE

Boats returned every night after a hard days fishing to the tournament base, Memory Cove. The ground crew prepared a nice meal every night for all anglers, well done boys. The weather was good and a lot of fish had been
caught by all, but Spartacus and Crew were the leading boat on top of the score board. Going into the last day,
every one was trying to get that Shark to Qualify for Champion Boat and Champion Angler. Spartacus heading out
to the Cabbage Patch, Galaxy Star towards Thistle Island and trailer boats heading in various unknown directions.
At this final day of fishing, the highest scoring boat at present was Spartacus followed by Galaxy Star in the over
25ft section and in the trailer Boat section the leading boat was Just a Girl but no one qualifying for Champion
Boat or Angler at this stage.
Rolf on Galaxy Star with only one other angler Scott Sinclair on board arrived at the chosen destination at about
8:30am. We started to let the shark lines out and I started to make some breakfast. The balloons were out but
after an hour, they started to go to the front of the boat. We took the rods to the front but there were no rod
holders so we squeezed them between the fender holder. The weather was good, just a slight breeze. I told Scott
that I would make a cup of coffee and made my way to the stern of the boat when Scotty yelled “strike!”. I quickly
turned around and got the other rod in and left Scott to fight the fish, hoping it was a shark! As I got to the stern
of the boat, I double checked all previously prepared gaffs and tail ropes. After a while, Scott made his way back
to the cockpit. By then, we knew it was a shark of reasonable size and not long after, the flying gaff was placed
and then the Robe went over the Tail. The Shark was ours! I made quick a phone call to Ralph to inquire how they
were going and told Ralph that we had a Shark. Ralph’s position was the Cabbage Patch. Our lines went out again,
we had a other run but after a while the hook dislodged and another bait was prepared and sent on its way.
Hooked up again, I told Scott to take the strike and soon, another shark was tagged and released for Scott. The
afternoon was boring with no action, at 4pm the lines were out and we made our way to port Lincoln, passing
Ralph still at anchor on the bottom end of Thistle Island. Thanks Ralph for weighing Scott’s Shark on Spartacus
Crane in the Marina. Galaxy Star was the Champion Boat and also had the Champion Angler on board for the
Tournament.

TROPHY PRESENTATION
LEFT: Champion
boat and team,
GALAXY STAR.
BELOW: Galaxy
Star.

ABOVE: Champion Angler,
Scott Sinclair (on right).

TEAM: Rolf (left), David(second
right), Scott (far right).
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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LEFT: Highest
scoring boat and
team,
SPARTACUS.

ABOVE: Highest scoring angler
and tagging angler, Ashley
North (on left)

TEAM: (from left) Ashley, Ben,
Ralph and Kym.

LEFT: Highest
tagging scoring
boat and team,
SPARTACUS.

TEAM: (from left) Ashley, Ben,
Ralph and Kym.

ABOVE: Heaviest and most
meritorious Eagle Ray, Ben
(right).
RIGHT: Highest
scoring boat and
team, TRAILER
BOAT SECTION.

ABOVE: Heaviest game fish,
Rolf Czabayski (right).

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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ABOVE: Highest scoring tagging
team with trailer boat ‘Just a
Girl’. (From left) Helen, Tracy &
Amanda.

ABOVE: Daily catch prize won
by Kerry (In middle).

ABOVE: Scott
with his
winning
Bronze Whaler
Shark.

ABOVE: Highest scoring angler
won by Helen (right) in the
trailer boat section.

ABOVE: Daily catch prize won
by Nichola (In middle).

Group photo of majority
competing anglers.

ABOVE: Highest scoring angler
in trailer boat section, Amanda
(right).
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Back on Majesnik
A FISHING TRIP OUT AT SEA

After 6 weeks in the South Island, we were happy we were
back home on Majesnik.
Before we departed Auckland we arranged the boat to be
serviced and we stocked up on groceries. We departed
Auckland and spent the next 7 days on the boat once again
enjoying all the magnificent scenery and fishing the islands
had to offer. We arrived in Opua and immediately began
preparing the boat for the journey home. There was a great
deal of work to be done before we could depart so we got
straight into it. We had to check all the safety equipment as
well as practice emergency procedures, secure absolutely
everything so it couldn’t fall or rattle and the bladders
needed extra tie downs.
We filled in all the paperwork for New Zealand and Australian customs and
arranged our mooring and fuel in Lord Howe Island. Once everything was done it
was just a matter of waiting for the best weather window and trying to pick one
was a challenge. I would look at 4 different weather models and check them after
every update, I was constantly second guessing myself, I thought I would see a
possible weather window but then I would doubt myself and wonder whether to
wait for a better one to appear.
After 2 weeks waiting we decided it was time, the forecast wasn’t great but it seemed do-able. One of my major
concerns was the stretch of water from North point to 3 King Islands. This is where the South Pacific Ocean and the
Tasman sea converge. The locals kept warning me of how treacherous the seas could be there and on top of that
there was the risk of hitting a sun fish. We were told that they had spotted quite a few at the and hitting one of
these fish could cause major damage. My plan was to cross this passage with the tide and sea running in the same
direction and at first light to attempt to avoid the sun fish.
We departed Opua and made the 70nm trip up the coast to North Point. As we turned the corner and headed
north west, we were confronted by 30 knot north west winds and huge seas. It didn’t feel right as the winds should
have swung to the south west, I made the decision to turn around and head back to North point anchorage and try
again the next morning. I anchored up at a beautiful anchorage that was well protect by north west wind but was
very open to south westerly. I knew that when the winds would change it wasn’t going to be very pleasant but
there was no other option for us as the next anchorage was too far away and I wanted to conserve my fuel. Sure
enough as predicted, the winds swung to the south west in the middle of the night. The boat was rolling vigorously
and we had the most uncomfortable sleep ever. I got out of bed at 5am ready to try again, as I came up the stairs
from the cabin into the saloon I stepped into a puddle of water. Immediately I began to panic! We were sitting so
low in the water due to the extra 3000 litres of fuel we were carrying and with all the rolling I began to think we
where taking in water. Still half asleep I rushed and check all the bilge compartments. As I opened the door an
overwhelming smell hit me. There were mutton birds all over the cockpit , some dead, some still alive and bird poo
absolutely everywhere - there were at least 50 of them! I had to ignore that and concentrate on the water leak. I
opened all the bilges and everything was fine, no water, I was confused. I headed back up to the saloon and turned
the lights on to try see where the water is coming from. I discovered the source. Gabriella had left her water bottle
on the table during the night and it had rolled off and spilled on the saloon floor. I was relieved yet angry that I had
lost half an hour checking the boat for water leaks. It was then time to clean the mess that the birds had created! I
found mutton birds in every compartment and the smell was atrocious. After a hectic start to the morning it was
time to depart. I had the first 6 hour shift so I let Gabriella continue to sleep but was eager to let her know the grief
she put me through when she woke.
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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I started the boat, pulled up the anchor and began the voyage. As I passed North Cape and steered the boat onto
the south west course, I knew I had made the right decision in spending the night on anchor. My only concern
then was to watch out for sun fish for the next 6 hours.
My voyage plan was different to the trip to New Zealand as this time I needed to go fast for the first 6 hours for
two reasons. Firstly, so I could avoid the sun fish as I heard they come up to sun themselves on the afternoon sun
and secondly, the wind was running in the same direction as the tide for the next 6 hours so it would make for a
smoother ride and flatter sea.
Everything was going perfectly, the boat was handling the seas beautifully, and even though i was carrying an
extra 3000 litres of fuel on the cockpit I was still averaging 22 knots with the same fuel consumption. The trip to
Lord Howe Island went perfectly. We maintained our 6 hours driving shifts and did engine checks every 2 hours.
The trip took 67 hours which is 18 hours faster than the trip across. We radioed the harbour master and he once
again guided us through the shallow reefy waters of the lagoon to our mooring. We were relieved we made the
850 mile trip safely but we still had another 300 nm before we reached the mainland so we decided to hold of the
celebratory drink till then.
After a day of rest and a good nights sleep we refueled the boat and planned to go to
Elizabeth and Middleton reef. Unfortunately our permits hadn’t been approved in time so
we decided to head to Balls Pyramid for some fishing. Balls Pyramid lies 13nm south east of
Lord Howe island and is the tallest volcanic stack in the world. As we approached the
pyramid, we were both taken back by her magnitude, the pyramid rises 561 meters straight
out of the pacific ocean and is certainly an impressive structure.
After admiring her beauty and taking a few photos I decided to troll some lures. Sure
enough, only 5 minutes in we had our first hit. After a short fight I landed our first Balls
Pyramid Kingfish. It wasn’t a monster but a good size for dinner.
We continue to troll and within minutes a quadruple hook up, the reels were
screaming louder than I have ever heard before. We had no idea what we had hooked
and no time to think about it either, it was chaos! We were both fighting a fish each
and had another 2 rods still going off in the rod holders. Our lines were crossing, one
of the reels nearly spooled, I was trying to land my fish as fast as possible. After an
intense battle I landed my first yellow fin tuna. A few moments later Gabriella landed
hers and we managed to land a third. We have heard that the yellow fin tuna fight
better than the southern blue fin and now that we had caught some, I definitely
agree.

We continued trolling for a few more hours with non stop action, more Tuna, kingfish and even a Wahoo. It was
time to head back home into our anchorage, clean the fish and have some much anticipated fresh seafood for
dinner.
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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While we were waiting for our permit to be approved we spent the next couple of days
relaxing, exploring and enjoying the amazing scenery the island had to offer. We were
fortunate enough that one of the locals we had met on our first trip over had offered his
car to us and gave us some great local knowledge of all the great spots to see. The car
made getting around much easier than the bikes we had hired. One morning we woke
early and tendered to shore as we had heard that one of the locals was milking a cow and
supplied fresh milk. We arrived there with our bottles ready for him to fill them up, but
instead he made Gabriella milk the cow! We headed back to the boat with our warm fresh
milk.

Later that day we got a call over the radio notifying us that our permit had been approved, so once again we
started to prepare the boat for the 100nm trip north to Elizabeth and Middleton reef.
The reefs are unique in that they represent the southern most platform reefs in the world and are protected by
the Elizabeth and Middleton reefs marine national reserve. They are similar in size and shape with Middleton
being slightly bigger at 8.9km by Elizabeth 6.3km.
We had a relatively smooth trip to Elizabeth reef and were fortunate enough to have spotted a mother and calf
Sperm Whale swimming.
When approaching the reef we were amazed by its size and beauty and wasted no
time in anchoring out and dropping the tender to begin exploring. After exploring
the reef it was time to start trolling again, and once again we weren’t disappointed.
Kingfish after kingfish and even more kingfish!
Never before had we caught so many kingfish, then throw in heaps of yellow fin
tuna and some more wahoo! Gabriella and I were totally exhausted. We fished
continuously for 3.5 hours and had to stop as our muscles were aching. We headed
into the Cay to anchor up for the night and enjoyed a relaxing drink while watching
the sun set over the ocean.

We were up early the next morning to beautiful calm seas and
began the 30 mile trip to Middleton Reef. Unfortunately there is no
fishing allowed at this reef but we were still keen to visit as we had
heard how beautiful it was. We arrived at the reef and are once
again captivated by her size and beauty. The feeling of being alone
so far out at sea and having the reef all to our self was so surreal.
We carefully drove deep into the Cay and anchored the boat, we
were immediately greeted by several Galapagos sharks. We dropped
the tender and began exploring, the reef was alive with so many
marine species, hundreds of colourful clams, starfish, turtles, coral
and all the incredible colourful fish. It was truly the most spectacular
reef we had ever seen. We made our way back to Majesnik and
enjoyed a glass of wine while watching a gorgeous sunset.
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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We woke up early to begin the journey back to Lord Howe island as the storms that hit Sydney a few days earlier
were fast approaching. As we past Elizabeth reef, we couldn’t resist the temptation to throw a line in. We decided
to troll for a while and once again we were not disappointed, landing many more kingfish, tuna and wahoo.
On my way back to Lord Howe island we saw another vessel approach from New Zealand. I had a chat to him over
the radio and discovered that he had left New Zealand on exactly the same day and time that we did but had to
turn around to repair his vessel as he had hit a sun fish at 10am in the morning, he was only doing 8 knots! I
crossed that stretch at 22 knots, I think luck was on my side. So much for my theory that the fish only rise in the
warm sun!
We arrived back on Lord Howe island and in preparation for the
approaching storm, we immediately began to secure the boat to the
mooring. This involved diving in the water and securing a chain from
the boat directly to the bottom mooring chain as security just in case
the mooring rope was to break. The next few days were the worst
we had experienced on the boat. As the storm hit we had winds
gusting to 60 knots with the most incredible lightning display, not to
mention the sharp loud cracking thunder, it was terrifying. With a
shallow reef only 70 meters on one side, rocks not much further on
the other side and 3 sail boats mooored around us, we took turns
sitting in the fly bridge with the motors running and all instruments
on, keeping watch just in case the mooring was to let go. Fortunately
the mooring held and the winds began to ease to around 30 knots,
the unfortunate part was the weather wasn’t getting any better in
the foreseeable future.
The next 2 weeks were not as enjoyable as the first 2. The winds continued to blow and as the tide rose, it would
wash the waves over the reef into the lagoon where we were moored. As the tide reached its highest, the waves
gradually increased to 2 meters, which made it very uncomfortable on the boat. Tendering to shore was only
possible during low tide and for only a few hours a day.
Finally, after waiting so patiently, a small window appeared. We needed 24 hours to get to Coffs Harbour. The
plan was to depart early in the morning where the winds would still be 20 to 25 knots, but if we steered the boat
further north the weather would get better. There was another serious low approaching so we had to be quick as
we wanted to arrive in Coffs before the low did. I spoke to a few sailors who were also stuck on the island, they
opted not to depart as they travel slower than we could and were worried about the approaching low.
We departed as planned. We radioed the harbour master and he watched as we guided ourselves through the
lagoon and out the channel. Immediately we were confronted by huge seas straight on the nose, I started to
doubt my decision to leave and wondered whether to turn around. Eager to get the boat home I opted to keep
going, we had about 5 hours of seas to 3 meters before they started obtaining.
By night fall the winds had dropped and the seas were calm, we need
to get to Coffs before the low did so we needed to speed up to make
up the time we had lost during the rough seas. It was the first time we
had driven the boat at high speeds at night so I maintained a very
close eye on both radar screens. All went well and we arrived in Coffs
Harbour 24 hours later as anticipated. Despite being 8am we opened a
bottle of champagne to celebrate the safe return of Majesnik and
ourselves to Australia. We had spent 9 month in New Zealand. We
knew it was going to be an amazing experience, however it was much
more that that. The places we have seen, the things we have done and
the friends we have made has made it a truly life altering experience.
Russell Bianco
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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A while back I received a phone call from the new owner of my previous boat, Broadbill to ask if Ralph and I would
like to join his team to fish the heavy tackle, “GARMIN” Blue Marlin Classic 2019 .This Tournament was run by the
Gold Coast Game Fishing Club. It was a heavy tackle Tournament with 24-60kg line classes. The choice was yours
with what line class you wanted to fish as there was no point score advantage. We went for the 60kg outfits
incase a big blue appeared.
The briefing was held on Friday the 5th of April 2019 at 7pm at the South Port Yacht Club where all the bigger
boats stayed and the visiting boats were given Marina Berths for the 2 nights. The Tournament started on the
Saturday the 6/4/2019 at 7am and ended at 4pm so you have plenty of time to return to the Marina. The Club was
running a Calcutta for all the Boats and it was split with percentages for the first 3 leading places. I thought this
was a good idea instead of first place winning all.
We left the Marina in the morning at 5:30am in order to reach
our destination by 7am.

Broadbill on the
move at 39.6 knots.
We arrived at our location just a bit after 7am and our 5 130lb Rods with matching Tiagra Reels were released
with super sized lures attached. Not long after, someone already reported a hook up via the radio. We were
trolling for about 25 minutes before a reel starting to sing and Tony had taken the first strike while the Marlin
took line before he was in the game chair. After a 15 minute fight, the marlin came closer and closer to the boat.
We had 2 long tag poles ready so someone could soon place a tag. However, it was not looking good as the Marlin
was not hooked! The hook was only wrapped around it’s bill and when it turned left, the hook was slid off.

ABOVE: Blue Marlin with a tag
placed, ready to be released.
About 30 minutes later, Ralph jumped in to action as other outrigger clip
released and the Marlin was jumping all over the place, but this Marlin was
hooked good and not long after, Ralph had it along side the boat and a tag was
placed.
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As we started to get all the lines in the water again, one went off
and I took the rod and placed myself in the chair. I saw the Marlin
coming towards us, leaping in the air until it managed to dislodge
the hook. It was all over in less than a few minutes. Out went the
lines again and it wasn’t long before we had another hook-up. This
time Jordan picked up the rod, placed himself in the chair and
started to retrieve line. In a short time, the Marlin was tagged. Well
done!

Hook slid off the bill before the
tag was placed.

The rest of the afternoon saw no action at all and we started to cover some area heading home until we made the
call to stop fishing. We got all our gear in, including the outriggers and went back to the South Port Yacht Club’s
Marina. Obviously a few Scotches and Bacardi’s went down well. Our Score for the Day was 2 Marlin Tags out of 4
Marlin Strikes.
On the second day of tournament, no Marlin was seen at all! Fishing stopped at 3pm and on our way back, we saw
someone waiting for us about 3 miles out. The previous skipper of Broadbill, now skippering a 52 feet Cabo
Express with a tower, the radio sprang in to action in regards to who will be the first boat entering the Seaway. The
Broadbill skipper, Guy, asked me whether we should accept the challenge, as the Cabo has 100HP more than
Broadbill. After a few calculation, I said to Guy, “I think we can win, let’s give it a shot and don’t worry about the
630 litre of fuel it will use in one hour.” The race began and Broadbill on 39.6 knots lead by a small margin in front
going thru the seaway first. The owner of the Cabo wasn’t too pleased getting cleaned up.

All up, there were 43 Boats fishing and near 200
Anglers. To our surprise, Broadbill was called up to
the stage, the Skipper, Guy, was stunned as his team
received the 5th place for “Champion Boat over all
for Tag & Release”. We were already invited for next
year if all went well.
Rolf Czabayski

Team Broadbill in
5th place.

Guy (skipper), Rolf
& Ralph (part of
tournament crew).
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TEAM MICK’S WINCH
Friday the 15/2/19 team Micks Winch ventured down to Cape Jervis to Mick’s place late afternoon to get the boat
ready for the weekends Wirrina tuna comp.
Team members for the comp were Mick, Lee, Ash and myself.
We all got the boat ready with ice, fuel, food, water etc. ready for the next days start to fishing which was 7am
Saturday the 16 Feb.
After the boat was ready we all ventured back to wirrina for the briefing and BBQ tea 7pm Friday 15th Feb.
After the briefing and eating and having a bit of a chat with the other teams we headed back to micks along with
team RACSO to get a good nights sleep .

Saturday 16th Feb. 5am we were awake had a quick breakfast and headed to the Cape Jervis ramp launching in
excellent conditions.
We headed straight for Sanders bank and upon arriving, deployed a spread of lures .
At this stage there wasn’t another boat around for miles and you could see the tuna fleet on the horizon .
After about 15 minutes of trolling Mick’s rod and Ash’s rods both hooked up and we had the first 2 tuna for the
day in the boat Quickly bled and put into a ice slurry we redeployed the lures and kept trolling.
It wasn’t long before Mick hooked up again and got his second for the day.
Lures back in and trolling again, Lee gets her first which was small so she tagged and released it .
Next hookup was another double with Lee, tagging another one and me landing the biggest for the day.
Not long after this Lee hooked another then I hooked another and with all the commotion we attracted one of the
tuna boats over who came right past us throwing pilchards and took the school away with them.
After this we trolled around for a couple of hours not getting another tuna so we decided to head back and try one
of our bottom bashing spots on the way in.
LEFT: Mick
Dawe
LEFT:
Ashley
Brandom

RIGHT: Jerry
Burt
RIGHT: Lee
Van Soest

We anchored up and burlied up and it wasn’t long before some nice snapper were getting caught by Lee one of
which is now a pending state record. Ash and I put out shark lines with no luck and Mick only caught a wrasse.
Time was getting on so we decided to head back as we did not want to miss the 8pm weigh in deadline .
Back at the weigh in, our team Ash 11.1 jerry 15.6 mick 11.1 and Lee 9.6.
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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And the biggest for the day was Matt Chambers tuna
from team THE CHIEF weighing in at 22.3 winning day
1 . After the weigh in we headed back to micks and our
team chef Ash Brandom cooked up a massive BBQ tea
for us all it was beautiful accompanied by my mums
famous potato salad and coleslaw it was a great feast
and nobody went hungry (THANKS ASH AND MUM )
Of to bed early again

Day 1
Senior
Matt Chambers TEAM THE CHIEF 22.3 kg winning daiwa
prizes
Junior
Oscar Dade TEAM RACSO 16.8 kg winning daiwa prizes

Day 2
Seniors
Sunday 17th Feb
Tied Zane Niblock TEAM BARCRUSHERBOYS and Dion
Awake again at 5am and on the water at first light.
Perrin TEAM #JUSTSENDIT both with 30.5 kg splitting the
Today we only had a short day as weigh in was at 4pm
daiwa prizes between them
so we decided to stay close and head toward victor. Our Junior
first hookup was a triple with Ash, Mick and myself. I
Oscar Dade 14.8 winning daiwa prizes
tried flinging mine over the side but unfortunately
pulled the hooks in the process. Ash and Mick got
Grand champions combined weight of 2 tuna weighed
tangled together unfortunately breaking Ash’s 6kilo line in over the 2 days
and Mick’s tuna was the only one out of the 3 that was Senior
landed .Soon after that I hooked up again and landed
Zane Niblock TEAM BARCRUSHERBOYS 12.5 +30.5 a
one to weigh in.
total of 43kg winning the $1000 cash from pacific
marine and daiwa prizes
Time was getting on so we started trolling back towards Junior
Cape Jervis and Ash hooked a nice one. He got it to the Oscar Dade TEAM RACSO 16.8 + 14.8 a total of 31.7
boat a few times, it was only just out of netting or
winning the $200 cash and daiwa prizes
gaffing distance when I saw it shake its head and flare its
gills and the lure just came out of its mouth. Ash lost it. Tagging prize was won by:
We were all shocked it would have been close to 25/30 Peter McMahon team Hulk
kilo .
Big Macca and his brother winning the Halco lure pack
Anyway, time was getting on and we had to get back,
clean the boat, pack our gear and get to Wirrina for the Congratulations to all the winners and competitors .
weigh in so we called it a day .
And thankyou to all the sponsors
and G.F.C.OF.SA committee members that made it
At the weigh in unfortunately Mick and myself were the happen it can only get better from here well done. A big
only 2 in our team that weighed in a tuna for the final
thanks to Mick and his wife Melisa for accommodating
day but we weren’t going to be winners by a longshot.
and putting up with us rowdy bunch. And a massive
There was a couple of really big tuna weighed in, both
thanks to Capitan Mick for putting us onto the tuna and
exactly the same weight at 30.5 kilo, so winners were
the rest of TEAM MICKS WINCH LEE and ASH for the fun
tied between Zane Niblock from team
fishing times .
BARCRUSHERBOYS and Dion Perrin from team
#JUSTSENDIT. .
Until next time,
So final winners were:
TIGHT LINES
CHEERS JERRY

Professional fishing boat on
the hunt for some tuna.
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In April 2019, The Game Fishing Club of South Australia held a Carp fishing competition at Mawson Lakes in
conjunction with the Salisbury Council.
The council approached the club in late 2018 and asked if our club would like to host a carp competition. At first, I
thought no, but then I thought it would be a good way of promoting our club, so I said yes.
We filled out all the appropriate paperwork which was needed by the council and then we proceeded to organise
the competition.
We thought we would make it the heaviest fish and we thought we would have 4 sections.
Champion Male Angler.
Champion Female Angler.
Champion Junior Male Angler.
Champion Junior Female Angler.
The council were great to work with and they supplied 2 marquees and some trestles and chairs. We also
advertised on the radio with Triple M and what a great job they did.

On the day we started early (6AM) and set up our area. We had our sign in the area and our stall where we sold
club stock and raffle tickets. We did not know what to expect as the council said there could be around 3000
people attending the event and maybe as many as 1000 people could enter the carp competition.
Fishing started at 8am and finished at 2pm.
Sure enough, the first people to enter came at 7am and a steady flow of entrants continued up until 12pm. We
had 6 sign in areas and they were kept busy. We had a grand total of 601 entrants.
BCF Elizabeth also set up a stall next to our area and promoted themselves and the Game Fishing Club of SA.
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The first fish weighed in at 9am. This fish was weighed in by a male angler. As the day went on we had a further 3
fish weighed in. All of these fish were caught by male anglers. At 5 minutes to 2pm, a lady angler runs in with a fish
to weigh. We were so happy as now two sections had winners.

In total only 5 fish were caught and weighed in. I honestly thought more fish would have been captured.
The prizes were really good. Champion Male or Female received $800 cash, a trophy, a fishing reel and rod. The
total prize for each angler was well over $1000.
Unfortunately, the junior sections did not have any winners. We then decided to award a second and third prize.
They each won $200, a fishing reel and rod.
We then had our presentation of our prizes where the Mayor of Salisbury and myself presented the prizes to our
winners. The Mayor also drew out the winner of the raffle.
The day was a great success and the tournament was run very professionally by myself and the committee.
I would like to thank the committee for the excellent work. Rolf Czabayski, Steve Morris, Ash North, Mark
Hoepner, Graham Bald and Gerry Burt.
Tight Lines,
Ralph Czabayski.
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Tiling
Waterproofing
Plumbing
All wet areas
Stress free renovations!
Quotes to suit your budget

Melrose Constructions
BCD Lic 195174

0412 847 812
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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The clubs BBQ was cancelled in April and rescheduled for Sunday the 5th of May. What
a brilliant day we had! Sunshine and 22 members and friends showed up which made
it a good turnout. Plenty of fishing stories were exchanged. We had a new member
attending with their family and friends. Denny Hodgson had been a member of this
Club, many years ago and re-joined again. Nice to see you back. Steve Morris was on
the BBQ and did a fantastic job, the meat and sausages purchased from our Club
Member butcher Kym Kessner tasted fantastic. Rolf ruffled 3 door prizes
Congratulation to the winners and I hope they catch some quality fish with those
lures. Mark Hoepner was in charge of the merchandise where specials were to be had
with the club shirts, starting from $10, limited sizes only. All other shirts were reduced
to $20 but the current long sleeve tournament shirts that are in stock are going for
only $25, the lowest we've ever had them. Give as a call if you need any merchandise
or come to our next BBQ/club function!
Rolf Czabayski

Approximately 22 people
turned up to the BBQ event.
Hopefully more next time!
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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MARINA BERTH
RSAYS
.

Club Berth Number 109---14m long
Leased out at present:
Plus free Senior Membership for 5 years to the RSAYS.
Contact Rolf: 0408 364 488
Good Investment for the future!
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Ph: 0402 048 193
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31 Shipwright Rd, Largs North SA 5016

An Official IGFA weigh station
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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At North East Crash Repairs
we provide the following Services


Crash Repair Service



Mechanical Repairs & Servicing



Air Conditioning Service



Insurance Work



Private Work



Corporate Customers



Windscreen Replacement

Insurance Claims Made Easy
Simply call us and we will look after everything whilst keeping
you informed on the progress of the repairs on your vehicle.
We will contact the insurance company, arrange for your vehicle to be appraised, organise a loan car or a low cost rental.
We will ensure the job is completed perfectly and on time!

Associations and Memberships
 Master Collision Group Adelaide
 RAA Approved Repairer
 MTA Membership
 Fleet SA Approved Repairer
 Fleet care Accredited Repairer

PH: 8266 1155
4 O.G.Road Klemzig
E: info@northeastcrash.com.au

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Fin-Nor 30
Previously owned by Erm Palmer.
Phone Sam Roccatti 0418 816 902

$500 ONO

This could be your ad!
Contact Rolf to get
your ad featured at no
cost.
Rolf: 0408 364 488

Fin-Nor Game Reel
Previously owned by Erm Palmer.
Phone Sam Roccatti 0418 816 902

Pic illustration only

$450 ONO

MARINA BERTH
For Sale or Lease.
Marina St Vincent. Wirrina.
12mtr & 15mtr.
Phone Ches 0412 847 812

MARINA BERTH RSAYS
For Sale.
Berth Number 104-- 14m long
Club Berth Number 109---14m long
Both leased out:
RSAYS plus free Senior Membership for
5 years to the RSAYS.
Phone Rolf 0408 364 488

NEED TO GET YOUR SCALES CERTIFIED?
Contact the guys at Adelaide Weighing… Tell them you’re
a member to get a Special Club Rate Discount!
17 Duncan Rd, Dry Creek SA 5094.

DO YOU HAVE ANY ITEMS TO SELL?
Contact Rolf: 0408 364 488
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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$30
Top Shot
Crimping
Pliers
Stainless Steel

Mark Hoepner
Club Merchandise Coordinator

$5

$70

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Available in 30kg, 60kg and 150kg .

2018-2019 Shirts (Short Sleeve)

$55

$70

Hoodies
Jackets

$75

Reduced to

Peter Teakle Shirts (Long Sleeve)

Rugby tops

$50
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My grandson Harry Czabayski, 8 years old went Fishing for Sailfish with his
Dad Ralph to Broom with Captain Jeda from Makaira Game Fishing
Charter.
Harry caught his first Sailfish on 6kg line, estimated (see picture) at 15kg.
This Sailfish was tagged and released in hope the next Sail would
be bigger to claim the Vacant Small-Fry Angler, Western Australian state
record and the Australian record as at the time of fishing, the
records were not claimed by any Small-Fry Angler.
They all hoped at the time of release, they would get a bigger
Sailfish, but unfortunately that did not happen. My advice to anglers is, if you think you got a
record claiming fish and you’d like to be in the record book, take it,
because you never know if you have a chance to get another one.
Harry Good luck next time in search of a record.
Your Opa

JUNIOR PENDING RECORD
Pending Australian and World Record for junior, Cody
Snadden. Good luck with your application.
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HAVE YOUR DETAILS CHANGED?
Dear members,
When you finally get around to reading this pointer, please take the time to check that your contact
details are correct in the Clubs Directory (pages 44 to 48).
If they’re not, please contact the club Secretary Rolf Czabayski on

Rolf : rolf@esc.net.au PH: 0408 364 488
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